DAVID SHIRE / RETURN TO OZ
SUITE

FOR SOLO PIANO
**Return to Oz** Suite

by David Shire

for Solo Piano

i. Dorothy
ii. Ozma
iii. Oz
iv. Tik-Tok
v. Jack Pumpkinhead
vi. Oz Rag March
vii. Reconciliation

Duration: c.13min
Difficulty: advanced

Note:
At bars 113-15 and 266-67, the original chord voicings have been provided as an option for performers with the ability to play such large chords.

Music transcribed, arranged and typeset by Richard Hair.

Please visit [www.richardhair.net](http://www.richardhair.net) for more information.
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i. Dorothy
Simply ($= 65)
RETURN TO OZ / SUITE 26-2
iv. Tik-Tok

Languidly, but with a building momentum (= 115)
v. Jack Pumpkinhead

Sheepishly; moderate waltz tempo (\( \dot{\frac{1}{4}} = 110 \))
vi. Oz Rag March

Lively ($\approx 125$)
semper stac.

RETURN TO OZ / SUITE 26-16
RETURN TO OZ / SUITE 26-18
vii. Reconciliation

Expressively, with rubato (\( \dot{= \ 65} \))
accel. a little faster; with momentum \( \frac{q}{75} \)

Expressively, with rubato

RETURN TO OZ / SUITE 26-21